
Choosing where to submit your research is a weighty decision. There are 
many journals to choose from, and if you are looking to publish open 
access, the number of titles seems to grow daily. With this in mind, this 
is the first of what we hope will be an occasional series of journal mini-
profiles in which we provide key information about a noteworthy journal. 
Today’s profile is on Medicine®, Lippincott’s open access mega-journal.

A history of excellence

Published continuously since 1922, Medicine® is now a gold open access 
title. The journal publishes original research across a broad spectrum of 
medical scientific disciplines, covering more than 40 medical specialties.

Key advantages for authors

Medicine® has a number of features that set it apart from many open 
access titles. First, as previously mentioned, is its broad scope. It is a 
publishing option for quality research in virtually every medical specialty.

Second, the journal offers authors a rapid review, with a first decision 
coming in as little as 24 days after submission. And accepted manuscripts 
are published online in as little as 2 weeks after acceptance.

Third, Medicine® is widely indexed. It is included in such resources as:

• MEDLINE®

• PubMed®

• PubMed Central®

• Europe PMC
• Scopus®

• Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)
• Web of Science™

• ISI Journal Citation Reports
• Ovid®

And finally, authors submitting to Medicine® can take advantage of 
Paperpal Preflight, a service that helps your manuscript meet the 
submission requirements in order to decrease the risk of desk rejection. 
With Paperpal Preflight, you can review key errors for free and get an 
edited file with all errors marked up for just $29.
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Medicine® website

Instructions for Authors

Author Advice Gallery

Medicine FAQs

Submission site

https://preflight.paperpal.com/partner/wolterskluwer/medicine?utm_medium=wk_sidebar&utm_source=journal_website&utm_campaign=wk_medicine
https://journals.lww.com/md-journal/pages/default.aspx?utm_source=press&utm_medium=display&utm_campaign=health_hlrp_lt_medjnl_3-q121c_author_engagement_202304
https://journals.lww.com/md-journal/pages/instructions-for-authors.aspx?utm_source=press&utm_medium=display&utm_campaign=health_hlrp_lt_medjnl_3-q121c_author_engagement_202304
https://journals.lww.com/md-journal/Pages/Author-Advice-Gallery.aspx
https://journals.lww.com/md-journal/Pages/medicineopenaccessfaq.aspx
https://www.editorialmanager.com/md/default2.aspx?utm_source=press&utm_medium=display&utm_campaign=health_hlrp_lt_medjnl_3-q121c_author_engagement_202304

